
Weather & Climate



How are temperature and climate related?

Temperature Quantity of heat in the atmosphere

We use a thermometer to measure temperature

To study the climate of an area we need to know 
   the maximum, minimum and average temperature.



There are 3 climate zones according to temperature
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What factors affect temperature?

Temperatures vary because of:

distance from the seaaltitudelatitude

Temperatures are 
higher near the 

equator

Temperatures decrease 
with altitude

near the coast: temperate
inland: hot summers / 

cold winters





What factors affect precipitation?

Water evaporates

When water vapour 
in the air cools, it 

condenses forming 
clouds

When the drops that form clouds
become too heavy they fall

 as precipitation: rain, snow or hail.

Humidity Quantity of water vapour in the air



What factors affect temperature?

Precipitation varies because of:

level of humidityaltitudelatitude

It rains more near the 
equator because the 
temperature is higher 

and there is more 
evaporation

It rains more in high areas 
than in low areas

It rains more near the 
coast because of the 

humidity caused by the 
sea.



Precipitation around the world



6.- Types of rainfall



There are 3 types of rainfall:

Frontal

Orographic or relief

Convectional



Convectional rain
It´s characteristic of hot climates



Orographic / relief rain
It´s characteristic of mountainous regions



Frontal rain
It takes place at the boundary (front) between

a mass of warm air and a mass of cold air



7.- How does atmospheric pressure affect the weather?.



Atmospheric pressure
It´s the force exerted at a specific point on the Earth´s surface 

by the weight of the air above it.

Atmospheric pressure varies with:

altitude

air temperature

In low areas the pressure is higher because there is more air above it

Hot air weighs less than cold air

Areas of high pressure

Areas of low pressure Depressions
Anticyclones



The influence of pressure on weather

• Anticyclones produce dry, stable weather 
and clear skies.

• Depressions produce unstable weather, rain 
and storms.

• Fronts produce clouds and sometimes rain 
(they are characteristic of temperate zones)



Effects of atmospheric pressure and wind
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